
WELCOME !



Thank you!
• All of you, especially the long travellers (Japan, US)

• Funding and organisation partners (Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation, 
European Research Council, Stockholm University, Wenngren Foundation).

• AT2017gfo

• Albert Einstein

• Internet

• …



The kilonova era – a unique moment in time 
for astrophysical research

• An incredible success for fundamental physical theory
(relativity --> GWs, quantum mechanics, nuclear physics) 
: the phenomenon was, quite accurately, predicted 
before discovery (Li & Paczynksi 1998, Metzger+2010). 

• An incredible success for large-scale collaborative 
efforts.
• LIGO
• Transient surveys
• Atomic physicists, nuclear physicists, hydrodynamics 

and radiative transfer modellers coming together for 
the theory.

• A unique opportunity for us to be part of writing a truly 
astonishing chapter in the book of astronomical science.



A prediction for the ages!

Smartt et al 2017



The origin of the idea?

Bodan Paczynksi
David Spergel

From Li & Paczynksi 1998

Li-Xin Li

* The establishment of cosmological distances to GRBs (1997) à neutron star mergers firmly onto the agenda.
* As with the discovery of the neutron (Chadwick 1932) to the explanation of SN as formation of neutron stars (Baade &  
Zwicky 1934) it took only about 1 year for someone to link the major leap to a new phenomenon.







Next steps
• What is the actual nuclear decay power? 

(Metzger+2010).

• What is the actual opacity? (Barnes & Kasen 
2013)

• What are the actual ejecta masses, 
composition, and velocities? 
Hotokezaka+2013, Wanajo+2014,  See 
Stephan’s and Gabriel’s talks.

• What are the light curves and spectra with 
state-of-the-art radiative transfer modelling? 
(Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013, Kasen, Badnell & 
Barnes 2013, Kawaguchi+2016)

• How do we localize and find the things?  
(Tanvir, Levan et al. 2013, +…)



The Ytterby Mine : discovery site of 8 of the 
elements in the periodic table!



Tantalum (Tantalus)

Scandium
(Scandinavia)

Thulium
(Thule)

YtterbiumErbiumHolmium
(Stockholm)

Yttrium

Terbium Dysprosium
Gadolinium
(Johan Gadolin) 





I note that the Swedish chemists were not
so much inte greek mythology as in how
many ways “Ytterby” can be twisted 
around!







Lunch discussion topic: How did they realize they 
had found a new element back in those days (late 

1700s/early 1800s)?
Note that spectroscopy was not coming into use until 1859.



From “Episodes from the history of the rare earth elements” 

Wikipedia doesn’t help that much…







Topics to be addressed at the workshop, and 
questions to think about during the week

• What efforts are underway in theoretical and experimental atomic physics relevant 
for the problem?

• What efforts are underway in the radiative transfer modelling relevant for the 
problem?

• How are models used to link into analysis frameworks and observation planning? 

• From the current literature analyzing AT2017gfo, what do we feel is convincingly 
established, what is still more speculative?

• What are the current most severe obstacles for progress – and how can atomic 
phycisists, RT modellers, and workers on other KN aspects solve them together?

• What have we learned from 50 years of supernova research, how do we apply these 
lessons to kilonovae?

PLEASE ENJOY YOURSELVES!
THANK YOU


